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Abstract- Cloud storage enables network online storage where 

data is stored on multiple virtual servers. In order to carry out 

huge tasks in cloud environment, single cloud provider is not 

sufficient to perform the many tasks applications and services. 

For Handling Intensive task, need to have multi cloud 

environment to improve the cost-effectiveness of the deployment 

and increase availability. Larger tasks are carried out by 

processing of many tasks at a time in a cloud computing 

environment. In this paper, for efficient handling of multiple 

tasks, need to have the performance analysis and optimization of 

all tasks in the multi-cloud environment. Performance analyses 

consist of CPU scheduling, Memory utilization, I/O tasks, and 

resource time sharing and cost benefits. Earlier system 

concentrates on the deployment of multi cloud architecture and 

multi-processing needs more accuracy, scalability and efficiency. 

In the methodology, Job allocation by front end server and 

service LAN are used. This research will achieved the process of 

multitasking environment in multi cloud infrastructure by 

having some effective tools for measuring over all performance 

and optimization of multi cloud computing services. 

Index Terms— Cloud computing, computing cluster, loosely 

coupled architecture, multiple task computing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a model for enable  convenient, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable 

computing, that includes networks, servers, storage, 

applications, and services that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with management effort or service provider 

interaction. The term “cloud”, have its origin from the internet 

which has its schematic representation as a cloud. Cloud 

computing, as application or service, is not a new concept as 

it existed in the form of computer system remotely time-

sharing computing resources  

 

and applications. Cloud computing refers to the many 

different types of services and applications being delivered in 

the internet cloud,  the devices used to access these services 

and applications do not require any special applications. 

 Cloud has enormous advantages, but single cloud 

environment is not efficient for Many-task computing in order 

to handle the parallel processing of MTC Applications. 

Single-Cloud architecture is not capable for scientific 

applications and does not minimize the sharing of hardware, 

memory, resources and I/O Response and Cost optimizations. 

The main aim of the MTC Application is to implement the 

High Performance Computing characters in the parallel 

processing. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 

II introduces the importance of multi cloud computing and 

many task computing applications. Sec. III proposes the 

allocation, scheduling of the job and nature of virtual machine 

allocation, Execution parallelization of each individual job. 

Sec. IV presents performance results and discussions. Finally, 

Sec. V concludes the paper with some future work. 

A. Multi Cloud Computing 

 Multi-cloud is used to learn a new interface in every time and 

working in an integrated manner. The aim is to merge the 

multiple cloud providers. Multi-Cloud have  different set of 

Application Programming Interfaces, resource, formats and 

encodings and each cloud which have the several 

simultaneous versions for a single cloud with various 
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abstractions. Multi-cloud can handle the various kinds of 

Network architectures (VLANS, security groups, NAT, ACL) 

and Storage architecture (local/attachable disk, backup.)They 

are truly different applications, with different semantics. 

Benefits of Multi-Cloud Computing: 

• Redundancy 

• Disaster recovery  

•  Leverage unique cloud-specific services                

• Leverage public cloud cost benefits  

• Leverage existing investments: private clouds 

• Accuracy 

• Scalability 

• Fast Response time 

 

 B. Many task computing              

 Many Task Computing (MTC) defines different types of 

high-performance applications involving many different 

tasks, and requiring large number of computational resources 

over short periods of time. These tasks can be of very 

different nature, with sizes from small to large, loosely 

coupled or tightly coupled, or compute-intensive or data-

intensive. Cloud computing technologies can offer important 

benefits for IT organizations and data centers running MTC 

applications with elasticity and rapid provisioning, enabling 

the organization to increase or decrease its infrastructure 

capacity within minutes and it can reduce or even eliminate 

their in-house infrastructures, resulting on a reduction in 

capital investment and personnel costs with different 

hardware configurations, operating systems, and software 

packages.  

C. Objective 

The scope of the proposed method is to analyze the 

performance of the multi cloud access in the many task 

applications with optimized scheduling algorithms allocated 

in the virtual machine. 

 

D. Problem Statement 

 Cloud has enormous advantages, but single cloud is not 

efficient for Many-task Computing. Single-Cloud architecture 

is not capable and minimizes the sharing of hardware, 

memory and other resources.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

One of  the  main  unresolved  problems  that  arise  during  

the  access the of cloud  information for many task 

applications. In this case,  a  complete  understanding  of  the  

entire  phenomenon  requires  that  the  cloud access should  

be  viewed  as  a  sequence  of  events. MTC applications are 

typically loosely coupled that are communication-intensive  

but not naturally expressed using standard message passing  

interface commonly found in high performance computing, 

drawing attention to the many computations that are 

heterogeneous but not parallel in manner. 

C .Existing System 

            Single-Cloud architecture is not capable for scientific 

applications and does not minimize the sharing of hardware, 

memory, resources and I/O Response and Cost optimizations. 

The main aim of the MTC Application is to implement the 

High Performance Computing characters in the parallel 

processing. Existing system concentrates on the deployment 

of multi-cloud architecture. For having multi-cloud 

architecture, we need to process more than one task at a time. 

Multi-processing needs more accuracy, scalability and 

efficiency. It lacks some performance measures.  

D. Limitation of the Existing System 

 Allocation of the jobs is irrelevant to the scheduling 

mechanisms 

 Lack of accuracy, scalability and efficiency 

E. Proposed System 

 Cloud services are entirely based on distributed computing, in 

order to achieve high performance computing (HPC), many 

Task computing will be  

 implemented in the Multi-cloud Environment. Performance 

analysis will be carried over in the multi cloud services in 

order to complete multiple tasks in the MTC Applications. 

Performance analysis consists of CPU scheduling, Memory 

utilization, I/O tasks, resource time-sharing and Cost Benefit 

analysis. Here, the list of CPU jobs will be considered as jobs.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

F: Architecture of the proposed System 

 

Figure 1 Architecture of the Proposed System 
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          In this methodology, Jobs Allocation by Front end server and 

Service LAN are used. A job means CPU tasks that will be 

allocated by front end server. Jobs are given in the form of 

request to the front end server. Front end server allocates the 

jobs to the remote cloud worker nodes which handles 

multitask processing of several jobs. Front end server and 

remote cloud worker nodes are connected by Service LAN. 

Remote worker cloud nodes are actually the cloud providers 

who provides and process the services. Each remote cloud 

worker starts from 1, 2, 3 up to N no of the job allocations 

involved in the execution of loosely coupled applications in 

the multi cloud computing environment. 

G. Modules 

 Job Creation 

 VM allocation 

 Job Scheduling 

 Job Allocation 

 Execution parallelization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Process flow of Job Allocation 

The Multi-cloud Deployment have processed in the parallel 

fashion in loosely coupled system for executing the Many 

Task Applications and based on that process of the optimized 

performance analysis to be studied. The Process have been 

started with creation of Jobs, after that all the jobs will be 

evaluated based on many task applications. In the second part 

the Scheduling process is initiated by the scheduler and jobs 

to be allocated to the remote server for execution. After all 

process to be evaluated and executed the cost benefits 

analysis to be carried for each job performance in the Multi-

cloud providers. Figure 2 shows the process flow of jobs 

allocation. Those processes are Job Creation, VM allocation, 

Job Scheduling, Job Allocation, Execution Parallelization. 

 

Job Creation:  In the Job Creation, job will to be assigned to 

the cloud servers. All Jobs will be executed on the remote 

server and all jobs are selected by the clients dynamically. 

The Client should specify the execution time for every job. 

 

 Jobs are referred to as CPU tasks. 

 CPU tasks such as “Reading or counting no of lines, 

words and characters in a file”, “Segmenting a image 

and calculating a time for the image segmentation”. 
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Input 

 Selecting a file  

 

Output 

 Show the properties the file (Memory, file path). 

 Assign these tasks to server 

 

VM allocation:  Virtual machines are created on the remote 

machine. These virtual machines act as the virtual cloud 

server. The jobs allocated by the clients will be executed in 

the cloud servers. These virtual machines execute the jobs 

parallel manner. 

Input 

 Getting those files from client. 

Output 

 Executing the jobs (File Reading, Image 

segmentation) on the server. 

 Send execution time of the Jobs executed on the 

server to client. 

 

Job Scheduling: Jobs are allocated from the client machine. 

The jobs have to be schedule before allocation of the virtual 

machines. So, scheduling algorithm will be implemented in 

the client machines. The execution time of every job will be 

obtained based on their execution time scheduling process 

will be done. 

Shortest-Job-First Scheduling  

 A different approach to CPU scheduling is the 

shortest-job-first (SJF) scheduling algorithm. This 

algorithm associates with each process the length of 

the process's next CPU burst (CPU Execution Time).  

 When the CPU is available, it is assigned to the 

process that has the smallest next CPU burst. If the 

next CPU bursts of two processes are the same, 

FCFS scheduling is used.  

Job Allocation: The properties of every VM will be obtained 

dynamically. Based on the loads of every VM the scheduled 

jobs will be allocated to every VMs. The jobs which are 

allocated in the VMs will be executed parallel and obtain the 

results 

 

Properties of the VMs 

 Memory Size 

 CPU Time 

 Before Execution  

 After Execution 

 Response Time 

 I/O Response 

 Cost Analysis 

 

Execution Parallelisation:  Virtualized enterprise servers calls 

for more advanced Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) control 

solutions. The jobs are allocated from each and every virtual 

machine. So, the jobs are executed in parallel manner 

 

H: Algorithm Evaluation 

 In the Jobs Scheduling process jobs are allocated 

from the client machine. The jobs have to be schedule before 

allocation of the virtual machines. So, scheduling algorithm 

will be implemented in the client machines. The execution 

time of every job will be obtained based on their execution 

time scheduling process will be done. Instead of guaranteeing 

optimal solution, these techniques aim to find reasonable 

solutions in a relatively short time. In this study, we used 

three rules of algorithms. 

 

First Come First Serve (FCFS)  

 First Come First Serve (FCFS) or also known as 

First in First out (FIFO) is the simplest and the most 

fundamental of cloud scheduling that involves client-server 

interaction. In cloud scheduling, FCFS policy manages the 

jobs based on their arrival time, which means that the first job  

will be processed first without other biases or preferences.  

 

Earliest Deadline First (EDF)  

 Earliest Deadline First (EDF) is a policy that 

schedule all the incoming jobs according to the specified due 

date or deadline. Incoming jobs will be processed or put in the 

queue based on the chronology indicate by the deadline. The 

job with the earliest deadline will be placed first in the 

processing queue.  

Shortest Job First (SJF)   

                   Shortest Job First (SJF)   also known as 

Shortest Job Next (SJN) or Shortest Process Next (SPN) is a 

scheduling technique that selects the job with the smallest 

execution time. The jobs are queued with the smallest 

execution time placed first and the job with the longest 

execution time placed last and given the lowest priority. In 

theory, the best strategy to minimize the response time is to 

schedule the shortest job on the fastest resource. Since this 

policy gives preference to some groups of jobs over other 

group of jobs, this policy is unfair when compared to FCFS 
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policy. Using SJF Optimal Scheduling should be reached 

easily and that maintains minimum average time for a given 

set of processes. SJF always gives minimum waiting time and 

turnaround time 

 

Algorithm 1. FCFS 

0 Add job(i) last in the main queue 

Algorithm 2. SJF 

0 for i=0 to i<main queue.size 

1 if jobi+1 length < jobi length then 

2 add job(i)+1 in front of jobi in the queue 

3 end if 

4 if main queue.size = 0 then 

5 add jobi last in the main queue 

6 end i 

Algorithm 3. EDF 

0 for i=0 to i<main queue.size  

1 if jobi+1 due date < jobi due date then  

2 add jobi+1 in front of jobi in the queue 

 3 end if  

4 if main queue.size = 0 then  

5 add jobi last in the main queue  

6 end i 

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

VM is the way they let maximizes resources. But 

with that comes increased tracking and monitoring to keep 

resource utilization in the “Goldilocks” zone. Part of VM 

flexibility is the ability to grab resources such as memory 

form adjacent machines to temporarily meet increased 

demand. In a best practices model we would have VMs set up 

with optimal sharing of resource pools to avoid those 

temporary events. 

 In this research, we are allocated the jobs in the 

virtual machine, that job may be a file separation, image 

segmentation. We must consider all these jobs to be 

considered as each individual virtual services allocated in the 

virtual machine based on the optimum scheduling algorithms.  

For each job allocated in the virtual machine the 

execution time, CPU performance time, cost benefit analysis 

to be studied and with respect to the scheduling algorithms we 

can conclude SJF and EDF which is the best performance 

algorithms for job allocation Figure 3 described the memory 

usage of each job allocated in the virtual machine and which 

shows bytes allocated for job executed in the machine. 

 
            Figure: 3 Performance of Memory Usage 

 

The job allocated by client machine is “Reading or counting 

no of lines, words and characters in a file”. The required 

bytes allocated for the reading the file and counting the file 

is 11,620,352.similary all the no of tasks will be allocated 

to the server by the client machine and performance to be 

compared while accessing the multi-cloud providers.  

 

Figure 4 shows the performance of execution time of 

process of the job. The job allocated by client machine is 

“Reading or counting no of lines, words and characters in a 

file” and this shows the performance between the jobs and 

milliseconds and which requires 1,406 milliseconds. 

 

 This performance result may be varied based on the 

nature of the job but if we concentrate the job nature we can 

not get the performance result base on the nature 

algorithms. So we must concentrate the virtual machine 

performance with respect of job. 
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Figure:4  Performance of Execution Time of    Process 

 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 Cloud storage enables network online storage where 

data is stored on multiple virtual servers, generally hosted by 

third parties, rather than being hosted on dedicated servers. In 

order to carry out huge tasks in Cloud environment, single 

cloud provider is not sufficient to perform the many task 

Applications and services.  

For handling Intensive task, we need to have multi-

cloud environment to improve the cost-effectiveness of the 

deployment and increase availability. Larger tasks are carried 

out by processing of many tasks at a time in a cloud 

computing environment.  

In order to handle intensive tasks in multi-cloud 

environment, we analyzed the performance of Multi-cloud 

computing services. Performance analyses consist of CPU 

scheduling, Memory utilization; I/O tasks, resource time-

sharing and cost benefits. In the methodology, Jobs 

Allocation by Front end server and Service LAN are used. 

Future process concentrates on the secured processing of 

cloud computing data. 

 We will achieve the process of multi-tasking 

environment in multi-cloud Infrastructure by having some 

effective tools for measuring over all performance and 

optimization of multi-cloud computing services. Earlier 

systems not focused on the security issues. Future process 

concentrates on the secured processing of cloud computing 

data. It also includes some effective performance analysis 

tools for cloud computing services. 
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